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Introduction 

At the Japanese immersion summer camp where this study takes place, a unique strategy 

is used to develop students’ interpretive skills.  Counselors present daily serial skits called 

merodorama (melodrama) to entertain campers and counselors, while also hoping to improve 

students’ Japanese comprehension skills.  As learners at the camp vary widely in their experience 

with Japanese, and many have no experience with Japanese at all before attending, these skits are 

heavily scaffolded to ensure maximum comprehension for everyone, and funny enough to be 

entertaining even when only a minimum of dialogue is understood.  The particular melodrama 

series analyzed here provides its strongest scaffolding through intertextual references to past 

melodramas, other roles played by the actors, linguistic routines at the camp, and aspects of 

camp life. 

Scaffolding 

 Concisely defined, scaffolding is what teachers (or more capable/experienced people) do 

to help learners (or less capable/experienced people) do what they could not have done without 

the help provided.  Scaffolding is designed to help learners stay in the ZPD (zone of proximal 

development), the state in which they can do things they could not do on their own, because help 

is provided (Walqui, 2006, pp. 163-164).  In a language teaching context, scaffolding includes a 

variety of techniques used by teachers to make their student-directed language more 

comprehensible, as well as how teachers organize language-learning contexts and activities to 

assist learners in accomplishing tasks beyond their current level of proficiency. 

Scaffolding in the Melodrama 

 The melodrama would not be a comprehensible or meaningful activity for most campers 

without the extensive scaffolding employed by the actors.  Of the six types of instructional 
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scaffolding described by Walqui (2006), the actor-counselors are employing bridging, schema 

building, and contextualizing (p. 170).  Bridging is “activat[ing] students’ prior knowledge,” and 

as such is related to the idea of cyclical curriculum, in which information is presented and re-

presented in new ways as it increases in complexity (p. 169, 171).  At the linguistic level, the 

actor-counselors are able to use language taught in the camp program in their dialogue, 

occasionally as taught, but also in new ways, so those forms would “spiral up”.  One of these 

language items is the cyclical re-use of ‘daily questions’, simple questions and answers (such as 

“What’s your name?  My name is ___”) introduced to the entire camp each day at breakfast.   

 At the content level, each episode returns to many concepts from preceding episodes or 

from camp life, sometimes to the extent of creating a schema learners can use to prepare for 

future episodes.  Schema-building is strongest in Episode 5, the alternate ending, where the first 

two of the five minutes of action are identical to the corresponding part of Episode 4 (as it is 

created on the spot, the dialogue is not quite identical).  Contextualizing here refers to the way 

actors create a background for their talk and clarify their content through multiple modes of 

delivery, using gestures, props, repetition of key words, and paraphrasing, as well as by 

incorporating familiar camp routines and frequent intertextual appeals to the shared knowledge 

the campers have developed over the course of the session.  

 Unlike many situations where instructional scaffolding is employed, as spectators 

watching the melodrama, campers are not so much being helped to perform tasks as to 

comprehend the action, but scaffolding is still operating.  Their role as audience members is 

recognized by actors’ frequent direction of statements toward them and through occasional 
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opportunities for them to participate, such as by being asked questions (not only rhetorical 

questions; 3:491) or responding to cues to sing along (2:94).   

Intertextuality 

 Intertextuality, as developed in literary theory by Kristeva (1967), is both a belief and a 

process: the belief that all texts spring from the influence of other texts, and are “a mosaic of 

quotations” (as cited in Roache-Jameson, 2005, p. 49), and the process of readers making 

connections between texts, and using known texts to interpret new texts, increasing their 

understanding (p. 48-49).  A ‘text’, here, is not limited to written words, or even to words, but 

can be defined as “any chunk of meaning that has unity and can be shared with others,” including 

art, games, or even mathematical equations (Cairney, 1992, as cited in Roache-Jameson, 2005, p. 

49).  Though the term was only coined in the mid-20th century, the process of making 

connections between texts and experiences and using past ones to interpret new ones is certainly 

not new or limited to academics.  Roache-Jameson (2005), studying her own class of Australian 

kindergarteners, argues that intertextual connections are essential to the learning process, and 

that even at this young age, students frequently make intertextual connections (p. 60).   

 Duff (2002) also finds intertextuality to be pervasive in the classroom discussions she 

observed at a high school in Canada, and cautions that the frequent intertextual connections 

made by native-speaking students and teachers can exclude language learners, especially those 

unfamiliar with local pop culture.  While intertextuality “united, engaged, and often delighted 

local students and [the teacher], allowing them to display and coconstruct their identities, 

knowledge, interests, past experiences, sense of humor, and sociocultural affiliations,” it 

alienated the ESL students (p.484-485).  To follow a highly intertextual discussion, students had 

                                       
1 References to the transcript are of the form (episode:line number). 
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to be able to understand the main text, make quick connections to other texts, and understand the 

relevance of the connections others proposed; to participate in the laughter, they also had to 

agree those connections were legitimate and deserving of a response (p. 484).  Campers exposed 

to intertextuality in the melodrama must also go through the same process to appreciate the 

connections made by the actors, and though it is likely that not all campers understand every 

connection, the connections being made are primarily to texts created within the camp, putting 

campers on a more equal footing than the students in Duff’s study.   

The Study: Research Questions 

 In the microanalysis that follows, I expect to find actor-counselors using a variety of 

intertextual references to clarify their utterances and make the content meaningful for campers.  

Though they also use a substantial amount of gesturing, repetition and paraphrasing, the 

strongest scaffolding they provide may be through their frequent intertextual appeals to campers’ 

shared knowledge.  The actors regularly and meaningfully incorporate elements of camp culture 

into their performances through intertextual connections, and I will endeavor to show how this 

facilitates campers’ comprehension.  My research questions therefore are: 

• How do the actors use campers’ shared knowledge and intertextuality to make 

melodrama comprehensible? 

• How do the actors use campers’ shared knowledge and intertextuality to make 

melodrama relevant to the entire camp program?  

Data Collection 

 I was able to get recordings of these four episodes of this melodrama from YouTube.com, 

where they were publicly accessible2.  Campers frequently post recordings of skits and other 

                                       
2 In early November 2009, the user who uploaded the videos removed them from the site.   
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memorable moments to this website, and staff members are encouraged to videotape and 

photograph events at camp so parents can better understand camp life and see what their children 

are doing, as they are typically not permitted to call or visit the camp.  Staff are therefore used to 

being recorded, and are highly unlikely to have modified their behavior in the presence of the 

camera.  As the recordings were not made specifically for this project, and this research had not 

yet been considered when they were made, I had no control over how the recording took place, 

and have no field notes to accompany the video, which limits my options for analysis.  Thus I 

have to rely on memory for contextual details not available in the recordings, though I have 

worked at the camp for seven years and was director of the 4WP during this session, so my 

background knowledge is quite deep.   

General Background of the Program 

 The actors here are college-aged Japanese native speakers and American college-aged 

students of Japanese, all employed as camp counselors and Japanese teachers at a large, well-

known language and culture immersion summer program in the Midwest U.S. The program 

serves children and youth aged 7 to 18, primarily native-English-speaking Americans.  

  Elementary and middle school students may attend for two weeks; high school students 

may attend for two or four weeks.  High school students who choose to attend a four-week 

program (4WP) follow an intensive, more academically rigorous curriculum that grants high 

school credit upon completion.  Two-week sessions for all ages follow an activity-based, 

communicative curriculum that is non-academic in nature.  All campers participate in additional 

language-learning, cultural, and global awareness activities, all of which are led in Japanese.  

Skits, including melodrama, are a commonplace of camp life: meals are introduced by camper- 

or counselor-created skits, campers frequently create skits during classes, and evening activities 
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occasionally include counselor- or villager-created skits.  Campers and staff alike choose 

Japanese pseudonyms to use at camp, and are not referred to by any other name.  They wear 

nametags that they make themselves, decorated as they choose with colors, patterns, and even 

beads and charms.  No previous experience with Japanese is required for campers, though many 

campers and most 4WP students have some previous exposure to the language, most commonly 

through self-study, tutoring, school classes, or previous camp experience.  A few heritage 

speakers and immersion school students also attend, though this is rare. 

Staff (teachers and counselors) 

 This session had 17 counselors, the majority of whom were returning staff members; 7 

counselors were returning for their third year or more.  Of the 6 new staff members, only 3 were 

completely new to the program.  There were 3 native speakers of Japanese.  Virtually all staff are 

cabin counselors.  In addition to living with campers, all cabin counselors teach either language 

classes or “club” activities, and all staff plan and lead other daily routines and whole-camp 

activities.  Most staff are American college students, many of whom are majoring in Japanese; 

some, but not all, hope to become teachers.  However, few staff have training in teaching beyond 

that provided by the camp.  Though many simple types of scaffolding are modeled extensively 

throughout staff training, the concept of scaffolding is rarely explicitly discussed and the term 

‘scaffolding’ is rarely, if ever, used. 

Students (campers) 

 When this melodrama was performed, the camp was host to 39 campers aged 10 to 19, 28 

of whom were in the 4WP.  There were about 3 campers (none in the 4WP) who attended 

immersion school or spoke Japanese at home.  12 campers, including 8 in the 4WP, were 

attending for the first time.  Campers were fairly evenly distributed in terms of language level, 
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though the largest number were false beginners or intermediate level students.  All campers 

watching this melodrama were in the final week of their two- or four-week program. 

The Melodrama 

 This particular melodrama was five3 roughly five-minute episodes, presented each night 

after dinner during the final week of camp.  It is somewhat unlike typical melodrama in that most 

of the counselors are not in costume, are playing characters not unlike themselves, and are using 

their usual camp names.  Past melodrama characters have included pirates, evil schoolteachers, a 

miracle doctor, caterpillars, characters from video games, and Pokémon, and melodrama actors 

tend to wear outrageous costumes.   

Characters 

 This group of actor-counselors includes some of the most popular teachers in the camp, 

and several of them are frequently requested to come to cabins to tell stories before bedtime.  

Haruka and Dai in particular are frequently sought after for bedtime stories, especially by cabins 

of campers of the opposite sex.  The following table shows some basic data about each of the 

actor-counselors: 

Name4 Year on 
staff 

Former 
camper? 

Native 
language 

Position (job title) Role (in the melodrama) 

Haruka 
(Ha) 

3 Yes English 4WP teacher Main character; can read others’ 
minds, except for Dai’s; has a 
crush on Dai 

Mari 
(Ma) 

1 No English Activity counselor Fairy that tells Haruka what 
others are thinking 

Musashi 
(Mu) 

3 Yes English 2-wk curriculum co-
facilitator, language 
teacher 

Multiple: Mario, Atsuo 
(impression of another 
counselor), bank robber  

Go 3 No Japanese Activity counselor Otaku (comic-loving nerd) with 
a crush on Haruka 

Dai 1 No Japanese 4WP teacher Haruka’s love interest, whose 
mind she inexplicably cannot 
read 

                                       
3 No recording was made of the first episode, so only the last four are included in this study. 
4 The actors chose their own pseudonyms. 
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Etsuko 
(E) 

3 Yes English 2-wk curriculum co-
facilitator, language 
teacher 

Bank teller; has a crush on Go 

 
A few additional counselors are seen or heard in the recording, though they are audience 

members, not characters in the melodrama.  The actors met for no more than half an hour each 

day to plan, and received some feedback and guidance from Nami, a leadership staff member 

who has supervised melodrama for several sessions, as well as from the camp director5.   

General Synopsis of the Plot 

 Haruka has met a fairy (played by Mari, wearing wings, giant sunglasses, and a pink robe, 

and carrying a large cardboard cloud shape on a stick) who can tell her what others are thinking6. 

At various points throughout the story, a bell rings7, everyone freezes except Haruka and the 

fairy, and the fairy moves behind that character, holds the cloud near their head, and tells Haruka 

what the character is thinking.  When the fairy has finished, the bell rings again, and “real time” 

resumes.  Go has a crush on Haruka, but she has a crush on Dai. Haruka invites Dai to go 

shopping, but he cannot come, because he needs to go to the bank first.  For some unexplained 

reason, the fairy cannot read Dai’s thoughts8.  The fairy’s powers continue to work on everyone 

                                       
5 Personal communication with the camp director (12/4/09) informed me that this group worked 
very hard to plan this melodrama, and spent a lot of time discussing how to scaffold the concept 
of Mari speaking others’ thoughts. 
6 In Japanese, the actors usually express this as kokoro ga yomeru (can read) or kokoro ga 
wakaru (understand/know).  Kokoro can be translated as ‘heart,’ ‘mind,’ or even ‘spirit,’ and I 
have usually translated it as ‘heart,’ because the actors tend to use a heart gesture with the word 
and because the reading going on is frequently related to the characters’ love interests, though in 
this paper, I typically use ‘mind’ or ‘thoughts’ to sound more idiomatic. 
7 This is marked by ((ding)) in the right-hand column of the transcripts. 
8 A colleague not affiliated with the camp suggested that this might be taken from the currently 
popular Twilight book/movie series, in which the primary male character can hear others’ 
thoughts, except for the thoughts of the girl he loves.  Personal communication with Musashi and 
Haruka (12/11/09) suggests that this was not their explicit intention, though campers familiar 
with Twilight might still have made the connection and applied the schema on their own. 
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else, and Haruka discovers that a mysterious character9 plans to rob the bank.  Haruka rushes to 

the bank, where we learn that Etsuko, the bank teller, has a crush on Go.   

 The bank robber arrives and proceeds to rob the bank; Haruka explains to Dai and Go 

that she can read minds, and they agree to help her try to stop him.  In the process, Dai gets shot, 

and Haruka rushes to his aid, while Etsuko and Go tackle the robber.  Suddenly, the fairy can 

read Dai’s mind, and we learn that he likes Haruka.  Unfortunately, he dies. In the alternate 

ending (Episode 5), Dai manages to get up despite his wound, and kills the robber, and it is 

revealed that Dai is actually a robot.  This explains why the fairy could not read his heart: robots 

do not have hearts.  Dai explains that despite not having a heart, he still loves Haruka, and the 

happy couples walk offstage.   

 The entire story is made to be as “melodramatic” as possible; the characters use highly 

expressive gestures and tone of voice and tend to push their roles to the point of parody.  The 

physical and visual aspects of their performance are quite funny, even without the dialogue. 

The Role of Melodrama in the Camp Program 

 After dinner, Nami or I10 typically introduced the melodrama by saying something like 

Hoka no oshirase arimasu ka? Nakereba…merodorama no jikan desu! Seino— ‘Are there any 

more announcements? If not…it’s time for melodrama! All together now—.’  The entire camp 

would chime in, saying Shomei, kamera, akushon! ‘Lights, camera, action!’  This is 

accompanied by gesturing blinking lights, mimicking cranking a movie camera, and slapping one 

                                       
9 Personal communication with Musashi (11/25/09) revealed that Atsuo and the bank robber 
were in fact the same character, but personal communication with another counselor not involved 
in the melodrama (11/25/09) confirmed that I was not alone in missing this detail, and I have 
therefore left it out of the analysis, as I believe most campers probably missed it as well. 
10 Nami, the camp director, and I were responsible for running all daily events.  I appear briefly 
and spontaneously in the transcript as Koyomi, an audience member, but did not participate in 
the planning or execution of the melodrama. 
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hand onto the other, mimicking a movie-set clapper.  Prompting campers to say shomei, kamera, 

akushon and do the accompanying gestures is how nearly all skits and performances begin at the 

camp.  The episode would typically end with a “cliffhanger”, followed by one or more actors 

making a large circle with their arms above their head, sometimes saying owari (desu) ‘it’s 

over,’ the same gesture used at the end of many other activities.  

Making Melodrama Comprehensible through Shared Knowledge 

Characters’ Roles and Personalities 

 Perhaps the most obvious connection between this melodrama and campers’ shared 

knowledge of camp life is the names and personalities of the characters, and the roles they play. 

Most of the actor-counselors played characters much like themselves in this story, and the 

campers had known them for at least a week and a half (up to three years, for veteran campers) 

when this melodrama was presented, so they could use their background knowledge of the 

counselors' personalities to improve their comprehension.   

 Atsuo, for example, creates and promotes the “daily questions”, and is particularly fond 

of asking campers about their favorite movies (nearly every camper has been asked), as parodied 

by Mari and Musashi (2:32-37).  The fact that Musashi is playing Atsuo is made clear by his 

wearing Atsuo’s nametag and adopting his mannerisms, as well as stating that he is Atsuo, and 

the parody is exaggerated by tone of voice and over-the-top gesturing.  

29 Ma: Watashi no namae wa Atsuo desu. WaTA:shi no,  
         I(neutral) POSS name TOP Atsuo COP  I POSS  
30 I:chiBA:N, suKI: na, EI:ga wa Mari mimics heart and cranking a movie camera 

((audience laughs)) 
 one ORDINAL like (pronominal suffix) movie TOP   
31 ((tense, even voice)) Lord of the Ringu desu. ((ding)) ((audience laughs)) 
                                  Lord of the Rings COP  
 Ma: ‘My name is Atsuo. My FAvorite MOvie is—Lord 

of the Rings.’ 
 

32 Mu: Minna, watashi wa A:TSUO sensei desu. WaTAshi  holds out Atsuo’s nametag, which he’s wearing, 
steps out and lunges into the audience, with knees 
bent, and points vigorously to it ((audience 
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laughs)); points vigorously at nametag ((audience 
laughs)) 

 Everyone I(neutral) TOP Atsuo (teacher honorific suffix) 
COP.  I(neutral) 

 

33 no, I:CHI:BAn, suKI:: na: EI::ga . wa, Lord ov da Ringu  indicates “one” with finger and shakes it at the 
audience; makes a heart shape and beats it on his 
chest ((then camera pans to real Atsuo, so 
gestures are not visible)) 

 POSS one (ORDINAL) like (pronominal suffix) movie 
TOP Lord of the Rings  

 

34 desu straigtens up, grabs wrist, returns to stage area 
((audience laughs)) 

 COP  
 Mu: ‘Everyone, I’m ATSUO. MY FAVORITE MOVIE 

is Lord of the Rings.’ 
 

 
The use of Atsuo’s questions in the melodrama is an intertextual reference to camp practice, and 

Musashi (as Atsuo)’s body language and his answers to the questions also reference Atsuo’s 

personality (typically more reserved, but highly expressive with gestures and tone of voice when 

asking daily questions), his love of Lord of the Rings (well known, as he always gives this 

answer when asked about his favorite movie) and the Green Lantern11 (3:17, 22; less well-

publicized than Lord of the Rings, but he does talk about it and his nametag bears the Green 

Lantern symbol), and the Lord of the Rings movies or books and the Green Lantern comics 

themselves, which campers may be familiar with.  Campers who know that Lord of the Rings is a 

fantasy story with heroes and battles, that the Green Lantern is a comic-book superhero, and that 

Atsuo likes both of these, can better understand why he might choose “If [you] could have a 

superpower, what kind of superpower would you want?” (3:17) to be a daily question and why 

he might think about this question while idly walking around. 

 Musashi also briefly plays the role of Mario (2:18-27).  This character wears a red and 

black striped top hat, moves in a jerky way (reminiscent of low-tech video games), speaks 

                                       
11 The Green Lantern is an American comic book superhero who appears in comics of the same 
name, published by DC Comics between the 1940s and the present.  Lord of the Rings refers 
primarily to the movie trilogy directed by Peter Jackson and released in 2001-2003, based on the 
novels published by J.R.R. Tolkien in the 1950s. 
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Japanese in a high falsetto voice with an affected Italian accent (like Mario’s accent in the 

games), and simultaneously intertextually references both Mario from the Super Mario Brothers 

video games12 and Mario’s appearance in a previous camp melodrama.  That melodrama, which 

may have been presented before the current two-week campers arrived (but while the 4WP 

campers were present) focused on Mario’s attempts to learn basic Japanese so he could rescue 

and marry Princess Peach, much as in the video games, where Mario often has to rescue Peach.  

In the classic Mario games, collecting coins can give Mario extra “lives”; in the melodramas, this 

is Mario’s hobby (e.g. 2:19).  Campers in this program tend to enjoy video games and would 

benefit extensively from this scaffolding; campers who do not care much about video games are 

still likely to at least recognize Mario, and those who were present for the “Mario” melodrama 

can apply that schema to Mario’s appearance here. 

 Etsuko and Go have appeared in several melodramas throughout this session of the camp, 

frequently as each other’s love interest.  The “Doctor Go”13 melodrama presented during the 

week preceding this one had Go playing a dashing miracle doctor and Etsuko playing a girl who 

brings her father to Doctor Go to be cured.  They get married at the end of the series.  Etsuko 

also played Princess Peach in the Mario melodrama, so campers would be seeing her as “damsel 

in distress” for at least the second time, building on a schema for interpreting her character.  

Two-week campers especially would also be familiar with Etsuko’s role during a recent evening 

program as a waitress at a tsundere café,14 where she abruptly switches back and forth between 

cute, lovestruck and catty, mean behavior, as when she talks to Go in Episode 5 (18-29, 54-55).   

                                       
12 These games are made by Nintendo, a Japanese company, though they are popular and widely 
available outside Japan as well. 
13 Melodrama are not usually given titles; I use “Mario” and “Doctor Go” for clarity. 
14 Tsundere refers to a type of female personality that is mean and cold on the outside but sweet 
and lovestruck on the inside, which inspires crushes in a certain kind of anime/manga 
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18 E: Go-kun daijoubu kneeling by him as he lies on the floor 
 Go–male friendly suffix all-right  
 ‘Go, are you okay?’  
19 Go: o: daijoubu de- tasukete kurete arigatou sits up abruptly; starts to hug E 
 o:       all-right COP saving  give-me thank-you  
 ‘oh- I’m fine—thank you for saving me!’  
20 E: ((yells something catty and mean at Go)) nan de  recoils, jumps up and moves away; Go is back on 

the floor, stunned 
                                                                        what-why  
21 dare ga yatta no yo nani itten na  
 who SUB did (2 emphasis particles) what saying (emph.)  
 ((incomprehensible)) ‘…what are you talking about?!?’ 

((coarse language)) 
 

22 Go: wa:! ((high pitch)) TSUNDERE! [tsundere! tsundere ((audience laughs and some clap)) 
 ‘wha-? tsundere! tsundere! tsundere!  
23 E:                                     [iya da mo ((continues yelling)) ((ding)) 
                              detestable COP also  
 ‘[you’re] disgusting, to boot’  
24 Ma (as E): ((breathy voice)) ah, Go-kun, suteki: suteki: Go (kneeling, looking up at E) and E (standing, 

looking down) look longingly at each other; E 
hides a smile behind her hand ((audience laughs)) 
((ding)) 

 ‘ah, Go-kun, so wonderful’  
 
Though her language is difficult to understand (I was unable to understand and transcribe all of 

it), her changing tone of voice and body language make the alternation between attitudes quite 

clear.  However, the 4WP campers only participated in a small part of that activity and thus do 

not have the same depth of experience to draw from in interpreting Etsuko’s tsundere attitude.  

Still, when Go yells “tsundere!” the audience begins to laugh. 

 For his part, Go is one of the ‘directors’ of the melodrama and has played lead roles in 

both “Mario” and “Doctor Go”.  He was somewhat eccentric in both roles: in “Mario”, he tried 

to trick Mario by asking him questions beyond his current level of Japanese, and held Princess 

Peach captive; as Doctor Go, he wore giant sunglasses and cured Etsuko’s father by teaching him 

“the correct way to sneeze”, including the precise angle to use when covering his mouth and 

                                                                                                                           
connoisseur (otaku), like Go’s character.  A tsundere café is a café catering to these sorts of 
people (typically men), where all the waitresses take this attitude.  Tsundere cafés are thus 
similar to the better-known “maid cafés,” and both are part of the otaku subculture, considered 
by many mainstream Japanese people to be non-prestigious at best and pathological or anti-
social at worst.  
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nose with his arm.  Go also ran the evening activity that included the tsundere café: he 

introduced the activity by playing an otaku (even taking the blended nickname “Go-taku”), and 

in character, with my help, explained to the campers how to dress like otaku for the evening.  

Later, “Go-taku” was invited to several cabins (including 4WP campers’ cabins) to tell bedtime 

stories (and they made it clear that they wanted “Go-taku”, not Go); he reprises the role again for 

this melodrama.  The schema created for all his characters includes this eccentricity as well as 

highly dramatic tones of voice and expressive, full-body gesturing.  Overall, roughly half of the 

characters’ roles in this melodrama were scaffolded through intertextual connections to their 

roles in previous melodramas and in other dramatic activities at camp. 

Making Melodrama Relevant through Shared Knowledge  

Camp Routines and Campers’ Shared Knowledge  

 The actors’ incorporation of routines from daily camp life provides strong intertextual 

and schema-building scaffolding, and also promotes group cohesion and positive affect among 

the campers, as it allows them to recognize Japanese phrases they all know very well, understand 

their use in context, and laugh together with the counselors in the audience at the irony of 

hearing unmistakably camp-related phrases and seeing issues from the camp context in a 

situation very different from camp. 

 One salient example of intertextuality in the form of a camp routine inserted into the plot 

of the melodrama is Dai and Haruka’s prompting of the entire camp to sing the bank song with 

them.  This is a short set of Japanese lyrics to the tune of The Beatles’ “Can’t Buy Me Love” that 

the entire camp sings together every day after the bank’s hours of operation are announced.  

Haruka and Dai discuss his need to go to the bank throughout lines 65-67 and 83-91 of Episode 2, 

during which Dai repeatedly says, “Ginkou ni ikanai to…”, which can be interpreted both 
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literally as “If I don’t go to the bank…” and idiomatically as “I must go to the bank!”  He and 

Haruka repeat this phrase nine times, during which Dai seems to be trying to cue the bank song 

(line 86), but this phrase is not in the song.  He eventually produces the phrase Okane ga nai toki 

wa? ‘When [you] have no money?’, which is part of the song, and Go comes in to cue everyone 

to complete the sentence, ginkou e ikou! ‘let’s go to the bank!’, and lead the camp in singing the 

song with Go, Haruka, and Dai from that line to the end (lines 92-94).  

 When Dai finally arrives at the bank in Episode 3, he withdraws 500 yen:    

65 Dai: kyou, okane ga hoshii desu okane makes a large circle with both hands, mimics 
bringing something toward himself 

 today money SUBJ want COP money  
 Dai: ‘I’d like money today. Money-’   
66 E: a. okane o, oroshimasu [ka  
 a money OBJ withdraw QUESTION  
 E: ‘Ah--you’re withdrawing money?’  
67 Dai:                                   [hai, okane o orosu no [desu  
 yes money OBJ withdraw (intention-emphasis marker) 

COP 
 

 Dai: ‘yes, it’s that I’m withdrawing money’  
68 E:                                                                           [hai ja,   
                                                                                 yes so  
69 dono gurai oroshimasu ka  holds hands out, palms up, toward Dai, inviting 

an answer, then refolds hands 
 which how-much withdraw QUESTION  
 E: ‘okay, well then, how much are you withdrawing?’  
70 Dai: go-hyaku-en desu gestures ‘5-0-0’ with fingers while looking at 

audience 
 five hundred yen COP  
 Dai: ‘500 yen.’ ($5)  
71 E: a, go-hyaku-en desu ne. hai, kashikomarimashita gestures ‘5-0-0’ with fingers while looking at 

Dai, nods, refolds hands 
 ah five hundred yen COP (emphasis) yes 

certainly(honorific term) 
 

 E: ‘Ah, 500 yen it is. yes, certainly’  
 
As 500 yen is equivalent to about $5, this is somewhat comical, though normal in the camp 

context, as that is the maximum amount of money campers are allowed to withdraw each day.  

The intertextual gag returns in Episode 4, lines 54-55, when we learn that Dai was planning to 

buy Haruka a birthday present with the 500 yen he withdrew. 
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 An expressly linguistic example of the daily routine at camp being incorporated into the 

melodrama is the presence of Kyou no Shitsumon ‘today’s question’ in the dialogue.  Campers 

can receive beads15 for their nametags by asking the question of as many people as possible.  The 

following daily questions, and/or their corresponding full-sentence answers, are used at least 

once in the plot: 

• Watashi/boku no namae wa ___ desu. ‘My name is ___.’ (2:5, 11, 18-19, 29) 

• Shumi wa nan desu ka? (Watashi/boku no) shumi wa __ desu.  (or __ wa shumi desu.)  

‘What's your hobby?  (My) hobby is ___.’ (2:19, 21-22, 25-26) 

• Watashi no ichiban suki na eiga wa ___ desu. ‘My favorite movie is ___.’ (2:29-34) 

• Suupaapawaa ga attara, donna suupaapawaa ga ii?  Moshi suupaapawaa ga attara, ___ 

no chikara ga hoshii desu. ‘If [you] could have a superpower, what kind of superpower 

would be good?  If [I] had a superpower, [I’d] want the power to __.’ (3:16-24) 

• Hyaku-man doru ga attara, nani ga shitai desu ka? Hyaku-man doru ga attara, ___.  ‘If 

[you] had a million dollars, what would [you] want to do?  If [I] had a million dollars, 

[I’d]___.’ (4:8-9; 5:16-17) 

• Atashi no tanjoubi wa ___ desu.  ‘My birthday’s ___.’ (4:53) 

The first four questions do not advance the plot, but are used to show the campers that Haruka 

and her fairy really can read minds: a character appears, the bell rings, the fairy tells Haruka their 

response to one or more of the questions, the bell rings again, and the character gets into a 

situation where they repeat their answer to the question in context, showing that the data from 

the mind-reading is true, as shown here in Episode 2: 

18 Mari (as Mu) ((high falsetto)): Watashi no namae wa,   
                                           I POSS name TOP  
                                       
15 These beads can be quite special, as during some sessions the cabin that gathers the most beads 
receives a prize.  There were no prizes during this session, but the beads were still special.  
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19 MA:rio desu, koinzu o atsumeru koto wa , shumi desu ((Koyomi laughs)) ((ding)) 
 Mario COP coins OBJ collect NOM TOP hobby COP  
 Ma: ‘My name is Mario. My hobby is collecting coins.’  
20 Mu: ((affected Italian accent)) MA:rio desu  ((audience laughs)) walks to Koyomi 
                                                      Mario COP  
 Mu: ‘I’m Mario.’  
21 SHUmi wa, NA:n desu ka  
 hobby TOP what COP QUESTION  
 ‘What’s your hobby?’  
22 Koyomi: a:no a:miMOno o suru koto desu=shumi wa mimics knitting 
                   uh knitting OBJ do NOM COP hobby TOP   
                                                           [nan desu ka  
                                                        what COP QUESTION  
 Koyomi: ‘Uh, knitting. What’s your hobby?’  
23 Musashi ((affected Italian accent)): [MArio wa points to chest 
                                                             Mario TOP  
24 KOinzu o atsumaru koto desu mimics grabbing coins ((audience laughs)) 
 coins OBJ collect NOM COP  
 Mu ((affected Italian accent)): ‘Mario’s is collecting 

coins.’ 
 

25 Ha: a: hontou da . Mario wa. Mario no shumi wa  points to Musashi, then to her head 
(understanding), then to Musashi again 

 ah true COP Mario TOP Mario POSS hobby TOP  
26 koinzu o atsumeru koto desu . ima wakarimasu mimics grabbing coins; points to her head again 
 coins OBJ collect NOM COP now understand  
27 o:o hontou da:  
 oh true COP  
 Ha: ‘Whoa, it’s true. Mario, Mario’s hobby is collecting 

coins.  I understand now.  Wow, it’s true.’ 
 

  
The intertextual use of these very familiar questions, as well as the repetition, helps the campers 

understand the concept of mind-reading, as they are already familiar with the dialogue.  The use 

of all these questions, though occasionally in a slightly ridiculous context, also serves to advance 

the plot, draw villagers' attention to an event, clarify what has just happened, or create context 

for the next piece of dialogue, as in Episode 4 where Dai asks Haruka about her birthday to 

introduce his statement that he had planned to buy her a present with the 500 yen he withdrew 

(4:54-55).   

Cyclical Learning through the Melodrama 

Intertextuality contributes to cyclical learning in several ways: at the linguistic level, the 

actor-counselors use language items from the camp program in their dialogue, occasionally as 
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taught, but also in new ways, so those forms will “spiral up”.  These forms include the daily 

questions, greetings, bank vocabulary, and common “survival phrases” like sumimasen ‘I’m 

sorry’, __ ga hoshii [desu] ‘I want [would like] __,’ and wakarimasen ‘[I] don’t understand.’  At 

the content level, this melodrama promotes intertextual and cyclical learning by bringing in 

concepts and practices from camp life. Examples of this have been presented throughout this 

paper, and include using shomei-kamera-akushon at the beginning of each episode; the fact that 

Musashi is 25 years old, as all counselors claim to be (2:5, 13, 15); withdrawing 500 yen (3:70-

73; 4:54); the bank song (2:92-94); the daily questions; the reprisal of character traits from 

previous melodramas and evening programs, and the concept of tsundere (5:20-24, 28-29, 54-55).   

Similar Scaffolding in Other Contexts 

 The use of routines (chunks of language learned as units and repeated without changes, as 

defined by Vesterbacka, 1991, p. 39) for language teaching and learning is particularly popular 

in immersion education, especially at the preschool level.  Vesterbacka, Akcan (2004), and 

Mhathuna (2008) all detail how routines are used in the Swedish, French, and Irish immersion 

programs they respectively studied.  Vesterbacka cites others’ research and also finds herself that 

children use routines extensively in their first L2 utterances (p. 39).  Her Swedish-learning 

Finnish preschoolers constructed utterances like “Onko Vi-sak-gå-ut?” (Is it Let’s-go-outdoors?), 

incorporating language chunks used by teachers into mixed Finnish-Swedish sentences.  Though 

I do not have field notes to draw specific examples from, campers do construct similar utterances 

in this program, such as when they refer to skits as shomei-kamera-akushon, as in “Today we get 

to do shomei-kamera-akushon.”  Vesterbacka states that routines give children confidence when 

speaking the target language, and recommends that early total immersion programs limit 

themselves to context-bound language; immersion teachers’ primary job is then to create rituals 
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where routines are used (p. 40, 42).  This melodrama and camp program have many of the 

features of a context-bound, routine-filled activity. 

 Akcan (2004), citing Curtain and Pesola (1994), also supports the use of “functional 

chunks of the target language” and encourages immersion teachers (here, in elementary school) 

to create chunks to reuse throughout the curriculum (p. 272).  The use of chunks allows teachers 

and learners to focus on content, which she argues is more motivating and cognitively 

appropriate for young children than a focus on form (p. 276).  The use of familiar daily questions 

to show that Haruka can read minds is an example of how chunks allow campers to focus on 

content rather than on form. 

 Mhathuna (2008)’s description of scaffolded storytelling at an Irish immersion preschool 

provides several impressive parallels to the melodrama.  Here, as in my examples, teachers were 

able to integrate the language they used for storytelling with the language they used in regular 

interaction with the children and in other activities (p. 299).  She states,  

“In telling the stories, the practitioners often used words and phrases that the children 

knew from other contexts in the naíonra [preschool], e.g. songs, rhymes and routine 

interactional phrases.  The idea of incorporating songs and rhymes is well documented in 

the literature (Browne, 2001), but the idea of using and reusing the interactional phrases 

is quite innovative” (p. 303).   

My analysis of actor-counselors’ reuse of phrases like ichiban suki na eiga wa ___ desu ‘my 

favorite movie is __,’ shows that the melodrama is also following this “innovative” intertextual 

path.   

 The naíonra teachers’ reused language included the daily routine of putting banana skins 

into the bin after lunchtime; any story involving bananas was connected to this routine (p. 303).  
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After reading a story about a monkey named Micí Moncaí, all monkeys in all later stories 

became Micí Moncaí (p. 304), the same sort of intertextuality as the melodrama counselors’ use 

of go-hyaku-en ‘500 yen’.  The naíonra teachers picked stories that were relevant to their context, 

and supported their storytelling with props (p. 305), just as melodrama does.  Though these 

campers should not be compared to preschoolers, the techniques that work and are considered 

innovative in this naíonra have worked quite well for older learners too.   

Limitations of the Study 

My role at this camp and in this research as “Koyomi”, director of the 4WP, veteran staff 

member, former 4WP student, friend of the actors, and member of the audience when this 

melodrama was presented undoubtedly influences my analysis.  My life is intimately bound up 

with the context, and this may well have led me to portray the actor-counselors’ actions in an 

overly favorable and permissive light.  However, I have seen many other melodrama that did 

little to teach language, and some that were so poorly done that even I as a teacher had difficulty 

following them.  I did not expect to find the depth of intertextuality I found here, though my 

experience gives me the resources to make intertextual connections that may have been 

unintentional or even far-fetched (such as the possible connection between the bank robbery in 

the melodrama and the yakuza bank-robbery activity that preceded it, which the actors were not 

involved in planning).   

Another important question is the importance of my background as an immersion 

educator and as a researcher who speaks Japanese.  Since I understand the language and am 

familiar with the scaffolding techniques used, the meaning may be much clearer to me than it is 

to campers or to researchers unfamiliar with Japanese.  Staff from other language camps in the 

program who do not speak Japanese would likely still be able to identify many of the same 
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techniques I have identified, while a researcher unfamiliar with the context of this camp might 

have great difficulty approaching this data, as I found to be the case when consulting with my 

peers.  Exactly how much background do I with my seven years of camp experience share with a 

child or teenager who is a veteran camper, or with one who is attending for the first time?  

Roughly one in four campers were new to the context, though all were in the last week of their 

program and should therefore have been quite familiar with camp routines and counselors’ 

personalities.  It is possible that I have found intertextuality where none was intended, and found 

scaffolding that was unplanned.  However, scaffolding that happens by accident is no less 

valuable to the learners who notice it. 

 In future research, it would be useful to interview the actors and the camp director in 

depth to determine what aspects of scaffolding and intertextuality were planned, which were not 

consciously planned, and which might be my own invention.  More observation of campers’ 

reactions to scaffolding and efforts to find out what they understood, as well as what they believe 

they learn from melodrama and how they value its role in their learning experience, could also be 

enlightening and useful for future melodrama planning and staff training.  

Conclusion 

 Despite the limited amount of planning and staff training that goes into melodrama, these 

actor-counselors were able to weave context, schema-building, bridging, and intertextuality into 

every episode of the story, returning to concepts in a cyclical way throughout the week while 

reinforcing language and concepts from the broader camp context.  They did this through many 

common scaffolding strategies like gesturing and repeating, but most importantly and 

innovatively through frequent intertextual appeals to campers’ shared knowledge of the 

characters and the camp setting.  Though the nature of the recordings and the study do not allow 
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for a focus on campers’ responses to the scaffolding provided, it is notable that nearly every 

intertextual reference was accompanied by laughter16, suggesting that campers did notice the 

connections and the irony.  Consciously and perhaps unconsciously, these counselors managed to 

scaffold their story in such a way as to make the content as accessible as possible, while still 

using occasionally complex language and a multilayered storyline to amuse and challenge 

campers with varying proficiency in Japanese. 

                                       
16 Though laughter is heard, the recording does not make it clear whether campers and 
counselors, or only counselors, were laughing.  Nor does it prove that campers were laughing 
because they understood the intertextual reference, as these moments were typically concurrent 
with instances of physical comedy, but the possibility that campers understood the reference 
should not be overlooked. 
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